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What I will cover
1. Stakeholder UNFCCC v HLPF
2. Glasgow logistic challenges for
stakeholders and governments
3. Lessons from the three-week virtual
UNFCCC Informal's in Bonn
4. Stakeholder Coalitions of the Willing
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Theory of Change

“involving stakeholders in decision-making processes makes better informed
decisions which in turn means that stakeholders are more likely to want to be
involved in the delivery of that policy by themselves or in partnership with
others.”
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UNFCCC and HLPF
UNFCCC constituencies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

HLPF Major Groups and other Stakeholders

BINGO: Business and industry NGOs
ENGO: Environmental NGOs
Farmers: Farmers and agricultural NGOs
IPO: Indigenous peoples organizations
LGMA: Local government and municipal
authorities
RINGO: Research and independent NGOs
TUNGO: Trade union NGOs
WGC: Women and gender constituency
YOUNGO: Youth NGOs
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1. Business and Industry
2. NGOs
3. Farmers
4. Indigenous Peoples
5. Local Authorities
6. Science and Technological Community
7. Workers and Trade Unions
8. Women
9. Children and Youth
10.Persons with Disabilities
11.Volunteers
12.Stakeholder Group on Ageing
13. Education and Academics

UNFCCC

HLPF

• Constituencies participate in workshops
• Attending Informal's and may speak if no
government objects
• Written submission by
Constituencies/observers are available on
the UNFCCC web site
• Can organize side events
• Can commit to a platform of NetZero either
individually or collectively
• Can work with governments on their NDP

• Major Groups and other Stakeholders
participate in the UNDESA workshops
• Ministerial Declaration negotiated before the
HLPF with little in person stakeholder
involvement
• written submission by Stakeholders are
available on the UN HLPF web site
• Can organize side events
• Can contribute to the Partnership platform
• Can work with governments on their VNRs
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Glasgow logistic challenges for stakeholders and
governments
1. There was no information yet on the capacity of
the Glasgow Blue Zone (the conference location)

1. Current UK COVID-19 measures ask for a minimum
two weeks of quarantine upon arrival for most
international participants,. (a) Does this mean visa
applications have to be adjusted accordingly as
well? (b) Will the policy be altered ahead of the
Summit for government officials and other
participants? This is not yet clear.

2. Side events will open around the 29th of June for
the Blue Zone and results announced by 30th of
September leaving one month to get visas.
Applications for visas can start in August and if you
have a letter indicating you are ok to attend the
Blue Zone then the visas should take two weeks.

2. The Glasgow Summit is scheduled to have a Heads
of State session on 1-2 November and a High-Level
Ministerial Session the following week. No specific
arrangement has yet been announced for access
of observers during either of these segments,
which again makes planning difficult for many nonnegotiator participants.

3. The Green Zone (UK run space) the announcement
on final selection date yet unknown and those with
events in the Green Zone will NOT get special Visa
support for quick applications
•
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Lessons from the three-week
virtual UNFCCC Informal's in
Bonn

• Zoom is not the same as in person discussions
• The use of these platforms reduces the ability for developing
countries to work on a level playing field
• Trying to meet over huge different time zones impacts on the
ability of those participating to be alert, dynamic and effective
• Building trust over the internet on politically difficult issues is
nearly impossible
• Workshops that require experts can offer the access to those
people wherever they are around the globe
• Events that are informational can get to a much larger
audience and inspire activities around the world
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Do we need stakeholder coalitions of the willing?
• Is the America Is All In Coalition the way
forward?
147 cities, 1157 businesses, 3
states, 2 tribal nations, and almost 500
universities, faith groups, cultural institutions,
and healthcare organizations. This is a
powerful—and still growing—coalition
committed to helping deliver at least a 50%
reduction of 2005 emissions levels by 2030.
• Is the UNFCCC stakeholder Race to Zero
another example of the way forward?
It is the largest alliance of non-state actors
committing to achieving net zero emissions
before 2050, Race to Zero recently published
a report setting out criteria for how
stakeholders can set, measure, and report on
net zero commitments.
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• What could the Glasgow Financial Alliance for
Net Zero and the Net-Zero Banking Alliance
achieve?
A group of 160 financial institutions with a
collective US$70 trillion in assets . The launch of
these two alliances will bring about coordinated
commitments across the financial system that are
subject to transparent reporting and accounting in
line with the Race to Zero criteria.
• Is the Mean Business coalition 1.5°C Supply
Chain the way forward?
The initiative already consists of global giants,
like Ericsson, IKEA, Telia, BT Group, Unilever,
Nestlé, Telefónica and Ragn-Sells – representing a
combined turnover of 402 Billion Euros

How about National Stakeholder Coalitions for
Net Zero in the top 20 emitting countries?

ADD A FOOTER
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To leave you with theTheory of Change

“involving stakeholders in decision-making processes makes better informed
decisions which in turn means that stakeholders are more likely to want to be
involved in the delivery of that policy by themselves or in partnership with
others.”
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THANK YOU!
Felix Dodds
Web site

www.felixdodds.net
Email

felix@felixdodds.net

